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HOCHSCHRANK CONVOY LAVIDO 
Pull-out larder unit - Libell

When it comes to starage, order is half the battle, Once you have opened the doors, you need to pull to side out the entire contents of the unit. 
This innovative system’s smooth, quiet running - even when fully loaded - makes it truly rmarkable. The shelves seem to float in the air, giving you 
an overview of their contents from thre sides. Well - organized food storage saves you lots of time and money and boosts fexibility.

Benefits:
* Especially suited to unit widths of 600 mm
* Centralised food storage means less walking around
* Each  individual shelf has infinitely variable height adjustment and can be 
  adapted according to the items stored
* Soft opening and closing
* Can be used in units with sliding doors too
* Can be fitted with «eTouch» electric door- opener

Accessible from three sides
Optimal use of space
Shelves with infinitely variable height adjustment

• Available shelf width > 450mm / 600mm
• Variable interior height > 1900mm - 2000mm
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ACCESSIBLE FROM THREE SIDES

Once you have opened the doors, all you need to do is pull to slide 
out the entire contents of the unit, which can then be accessed 
immediately on three sides, from the top shelf right down to the 
bottom.

This storage solution could be used in many rent situations and 
is suited to a wide range of storage applications: crockery, food and 
drink, clothes, DVDs and CDs or books could all be tucked away 
inside.

OPTIMAL USE OF SPACE

The rounded shape of the elements ensures that every last inch of 
storage space is put to good use. The unobtrusive magnetic non-slip 
mats stick to the shelf surface and can be removed for cleaning. 
Magnetic dividers can be used as a simple,  way of further 
organising the storage space.

SHELVES WITH INFINITELY VARIABLE HEIGHT 
ADJUSTMENT

Convoy’s shelves have  variable height adjustment, so you 
can easily adapt their heights according to the items you wish to 
store in them, whenever you want.

The shelves can be adjusted to any height without altering the 
position of the hinges, so Convoy Lavido can even be used in 
standard units with concealed hinges.

= Unit width 450/600 mm

= Interior depth 505 mm

= Interior height 1000-2299 mm
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Pull-out larder unit
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